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Membership figures from 8th January 2017 – 31 May 2017 

Membership Numbers as at 31 May   940 Inclusive 

   Seniors  16 

   Students 20 

Date New Renewed 3 Year 5 Year Lapsed 

            

Jan Totals 13 49 1 1 69 

            

Feb Totals 13 23 1 0 32 

            

Mar Totals 14 23 1 1 34 

            

Apr Totals 17 59 1 0 20 

            

May Totals 25 81 0 0 29 

 
 

 Reconciliation between Central and UK is ongoing. There were several anomalies to date, 

most of which, have now been rectified, some of these were members who had joined 

through Central but wanted to belong to the UK Chapter. 

 Central are working hard on continuing to improve their data but still have a few issues to 

solve.  

 The changes in the systems between Central and ourselves have made things smoother and 

easier. 
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 The membership Co-ordinator has settled well into the role and is working hard with Central 

to improve comms. 

 Work has been done internally to align our records with Central’s requirements. 

 A mail merge system has been introduced when sending out the reminder letters to 

members, it is more efficient and could potentially stop errors occurring with the sending of 

the letters. 

 Membership co-ordinator communicates potential ideas/people from mew members to 

other members of staff .i.e. “I am an engineer” Preview Article, and Professional 

Development. 

 Lapsing is high in the first quarter of this year due to staff sickness last year, a lot of these 

figures are from last year, no lapses were done from roughly June to December 2016. 

Feedback from members not renewing.   

I've let it expire as I don't have the time to participate at the moment because of work 
commitments. If things settle down in future I'll get back in touch. 

Thank you for your message. Unfortunately, I no longer wish to continue my INCOSE membership 
as I no longer work in the Systems Engineering domain due to a change of employer last year. 

I thoroughly enjoyed my INCOSE membership and I wish the organisation and the UK chapter every 
success in its future endeavours. 

I am having a rationalisation of my memberships. As my employer has corporate membership of 
INCOSE, I feel that I get enough through that. 

I do not wish to continue with my membership of INCOSE UK. 

After recently moving to Australia I've joined the Australian edition (SESA) and hence haven't 
renewed with the UK. 

Many thanks for the reminder below. I shall not be renewing my membership for this year. I've 
taken early retirement, and let's just say I have other interests to keep me out of mischief e.g. 
writing science fiction. I hope you won't find this too disappointing.  

Limited funds means I am unable to reclaim my subscription from my employer and hence my 
non-renewal. I am also a member of another MoD-industry collaboration body as a result of my 
day job that takes the time I used to dedicate to INCOSE. So, unfortunately, due to the limited 
funding and the demands of my current job, I have been unable to dedicate enough time to my 
INCOSE membership to gain the full benefits. I have found my time in INCOSE useful and still 
encourage others to join and participate and would consider re-joining if my circumstances 
change. 

I won't be renewing my subscription.  

I do not wish to renew my INCOSE UK  membership – please update your records accordingly. 

I would like to cancel my membership with INCOSE UK. 

I am already a member of the IET (and obtained my chartered status through them) and cannot at 
this time justify membership of both organisations. 

I no longer wish to continue with my membership of INCOSE UK. 

I will not be renewing my INCOSE membership. 

I joined last year, but have not realised any benefit from membership, so in a time of austerity it is a 
non-essential luxury. 

I don’t want to renew my membership this year as I have changed job and it is not so relevant 
anymore. Besides, I have not benefited too much this year but would consider coming back in the 



future if things change.  Thank you and regards. 

I do not wish to re-new my membership, as I have moved away from systems engineering type roles 
and so the services offered by INCOSE are less relevant to me now than they were before, so I do not 
wish to remain a member. Please can you update your database accordingly/ 

I've immigrated to Australia and have since joined the Australian chapter of INCOSE which is called 
SESA and therefore won't be renewing with the UK chapter. 

Thank you for your message. Unfortunately, I no longer wish to continue my INCOSE membership as 
I no longer work in the Systems Engineering domain due to a change of employer last year.  I 
thoroughly enjoyed my INCOSE membership and I wish the organisation and the UK chapter every 
success in its future endeavours. 

I am having a rationalisation of my memberships. As my employer has corporate membership of 
INCOSE, I feel that I get enough through that. 

It is with regret that I have decided to let my membership lapse this year. I have enjoyed my time at 
INCOSE, but I already belong to two professional bodies, IET and BCS and cannot justify a third. 
Whilst INCOSE used the IET to deliver their chartership programme I could maintain all three 
memberships. It is a shame that INCOSE decided to change who they delivered charterships through. 

I regret to inform you that I am not in a position to renew my membership due to the following 
reasons: 
1. Membership fee to high 
2. My business revenue fallen sharply since last year 
3. Due to by Health condition, Im not getting motivation to increase my sale. I had triple by 
pass  
4. No Im over 61 years old. 
I am sorry to state the above. 
Thanks for your Cooperation 
 

I do find INCOSE membership useful and will renew this week.  Thanks for the reminder!  

New Members comments 

Reasons For Joining INCOSE How I Heard About INCOSE 

To keep up to speed with what is happening in the world of 

Systems Engineering. 
Through colleagues. 

 

Exposure on my Msc lead me to a keen interest, looking 

for professional development in the field 

 To increase knowledge about systems engineering 

 

Through employment 

 

Being in touch with my future profession. University. 

For gaining more in-depth knowledge and accreditation to 

System Engineering currently being applied at the 

workplace for System Integration testing. 

 Interest in Groups 

 



To participate in INCOSE activities 
Uni 

Work focus is now on systems consultancy Colleagues 

I have worked with engineering for 27 years and have 

developed a thorough knowledge of engineering practices 

and theories. I have demonstrated my beliefs and 

determination within railway signal engineering by my 

current professional accreditation and registration. Professional activities and learning 

To pursue chartered status 

 Commitment to becoming a recognised Systems 

Engineering professional. 
From colleagues. 

personal development University course 

My motivation for joining is the competency profile for my 

role now includes 4 systems engineering modules 

(requirements management, interface definition and 

management, safety by design and system 

integration/verification). 

The INCOSE was referred to during 

discussions about the new modules we 

are expected to demonstrate 

competency against for our role. 

Connect with other systems engineering professionals.. 

Google, heard about the international 

workshop. 

Reasons For Joining INCOSE How I Heard About INCOSE 

I am a member of the IET, and have obtained chartered 

engineer status through the IET, however my current role 

has a large focus on systems engineering, with a focus on 

both train and wayside systems for project such as 

Crossrail in the UK and other inter Via other Bombardier employees. 

To begin to participate more in my chosen engineering 

discipline and see what I can learn that I can bring back and 

use to coach others within my work. Word of mouth. 

To develop my Systems Engineering knowledge colleagues and publications 

currently working on a systems engineering implementation 

program in a major oil and gas supplier 

working with one of your directors and 

know INCOSE from previous 

organisations I have worked in. 

Interested in learning more and networking with like-

Through Scarecrow Consultants 

 



minded people 

Specialist institution. MSc Course. 

 


